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About This Game

When Mother Nature does her worst, the Rescue Team does its best! Guide the brave members of the Rescue Team as they save
people in distress and rebuild a devastated infrastructure after earthquakes, tsunamis, and volcanic eruptions leave a once

prosperous land in ruins. You'll have to manage your resources well as you repair bridges and roads, restore factories and homes,
and send doctors and rescue dogs to save the sick and injured. Work quickly as you command a fleet of machines ranging from
helicopters and motorboats to airplanes and trains, and you'll beat the clock and win the gold! This special Collector's Edition of
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Rescue Team 6 features a thrilling bonus chapter with all new adventures, a walkthrough of the entire game, downloadable
artwork, and more! Strap in for the thrill ride of a lifetime and begin the adventure today!

Dozens of thrilling levels

Timed and untimed game modes

Bright, colorful graphics

Achievements to unlock

Tons of bonus content
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rescue team 6 collector's edition level 21. rescue team 6 collector's edition

How do I convince you that this is worth $15? Well, think about what else that money will pay for. You could get a medium
pizza, or buy the attentions of a woman-of-negotiable-virtue. Except both of those are risks to your health, and you can't really
enjoy those things more than once. Not without paying for more. But they're cheap and easy, and satisfy a craving. That's this
game. Except it's not gross or crawling with bugs. In either the literal or figurative sense.. Nice way to inherit Batmobile for
Robin!. In all honesty, Hornby Virtual Railways is far better. The UI for this game is clunky, with poor tooltips and long-winded
readme. For someone who just wants to get stuck in and have fun creating and designing, and eventually running a railway, this
isn't the game for you. After just 1\/2 hour I was so ridiculously frustrated with how things worked; I haven't played it since.
Overall a waste of money.. This game is a joy to play through. It has that mix of cute characters, as well as a rewarding
difficulty that makes me come back for more. I would recommend this for people who are into platformers. ^v^. The walking
dead (In my opinion) does not mesh well with the Escapist formula, the levels become tedious and boring quickly. The only
reason i'm even playing this is for the trading cards.

(However, the controller support and updated U.I are improvements over the regular Escapists game)

Note: I didn't even want to buy this game, this came with my copy of The Escapists... I thought I bought the collection that came
with the DLC levels. Got tricked by all the nostalgia reviews, this game is pure trash lmao. I really like this game, Its funny,
exiting, adventurous. It is one of the best chose your own adventure game!
9/10. This game is a great game so fare. Cant wait to see it continue to be improved with up coming updates. Cant wait to see
more of the full expects of the game. It would how ever be awesome if u can put in auto save so whn u die u wont lose
everything u made if u forget to save. great job so fare guys.. This game = Lags, glitches, poor battle experiences. No grinding
you said? that is BS. You will be grinding on mobs for skills and pigments. You have to grind on events to obtain materials in
order to craft gears. You will be spending 80% of your game time grinding and 20% on losing your loots and getting killed by
players in group. What is ridiculous is that you are only allowed to gain certain amount of exp from items and killing mobs each
day. So many things are glitched at this moment, for example, earth wall does not properly block mobs as some mobs can just
squeeze pass walls. Gravirty well often does not apply slow on palyers and does not suck them toward the center. In terms of
balance, it seems like sickle is the most useful and probably most powerful weapon atm. it is capable of killing mobs in group
and doing some good 2 VS 1 while other weapons are just eating\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 Did i mention that
you are constantly being blocked and stucked by little rocks, plants, and sometimes buildings on the path ? that probably
happens like every 5 minutes !! The contol in this game is extremely clunky and not smooth, even MapleStory is smoother than
this.

All and all, they want you to spend money to support them and reserve for future spots and names. I honostly do not think this
game can even last that long unless they are willing to polish the contorls and improve the concept of this game so it is playable
and enjoyable.
. It's basically "Event Horizon" the game, but better.

Fantastic depth for characters, unique & challenging game-play, and an amazingly immersive experience!

If you're looking for some fun then grab this gem!
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Firewatch isn't just a game, it's an experience.. Poker meets puzzle quest. Very fun game, some fights feel overhwelming
difficult though while others are a walkthrough.. Mars Simulator is somewhat more game-like than Take on Mars (TKOM), and
within the limits imposed by the user interface, easier to play. Landing is especially difficult as the lander does not respond well
to the key commands. When you start the actual landing, get on the W and D keys immediately or you won't make it to the
target zone. My only other complaint is that the rover moves far too fast to be realistic and you must do all the driving; there's no
instruction programming interface as there is in TKOM.

There is no manual and no instructions other than what appear on the screen as you play, so I've extracted them, slightly edited,
from the game files.

The capsule carrying the rover has entered the Martian atmosphere. Prepare to land the capsule safely in the landing zone using
the arrow keys or the W,A,S and D keys to steer the capsule towards the landing zone. When the capsule is close enough to the
ground, open the parachute with the spacebar.

When you have control of the rover, move it forwards and backwards using the W and S keys. Use the A and D keys to turn left
and right. Change the camera angle by pressing and holding the right mouse button and then moving the mouse. You can zoom
in and out using the mouse wheel. Take the rover for a test drive to get used to the controls. Drive to the circle indicated on your
screen.

Next, take some photographs of the surroundings. Press 2 to switch to camera mode. Take 15 photos of the area by pressing the
spacebar to take a photo. Zoom in and out with the mouse wheel. Since you can take a maximum of 50 photos before running
out of memory, transmit your photographs back to Earth after each expedition. To successfully transmit them you\u2019ll need
to ensure that you\u2019ve got full reception. On the lower left of the interface you\u2019ll see a signal strength indicator.
Drive around with the rover until you\u2019re able to get a full signal (five green bars). When you find a place where the
reception is good enough to transmit your photographs back to Earth, click on \u201cinventory\u201d on the lower left of the
interface and then on \u201cphotos\u201d. View your photographs, delete any you don\u2019t like, then transmit the rest to
Earth by clicking on the \u201ctransmit all photos\u201d button.

Now drive back to the green circle to start the next mission, rock hunting. Collect some rock samples. Find a small rock and
maneuver the rover so that it\u2019s within reach, then press 3 to use the claw. Use the A and D keys to rotate the arm left and
right. You can raise and lower both parts of the arm with the Q,E,W and S keys. Press the spacebar to pick up an object.

Now you\u2019ve got a rock. Press Enter to place it in your inventory. You can then view the rock in your inventory by clicking
on \u201cinventory\u201d on the lower left of the interface. Collect four more rock samples using the claw.

Take soil samples next. Press 4 to use the drill. Using the A and D keys, rotate the arm left and right. Raise and lower both parts
of the arm with the Q, E, W and S keys. Press the spacebar to activate the drill. As you drill, the dust you extract will be placed
directly in your inventory.

Drive back to the green circle to start the next mission, which is to take a closer look at the terrain. Satellite photos of this area
show a number of strange objects. Explore the valley to the south and find them. Sounds from unknown sources have been
detected in this area. Maybe they\u2019re connected to the strange objects in the satellite photos. Explore the area. You should
be able to see glowing rocks ahead; they must be the strange objects in the satellite photos. Use the claw to take a sample.

Satellite photos show three more glowing rocks. Find them and take samples of each for a total of four samples of these
artifacts. Take 25 more photos and transmit them back to Earth.

The entrance to a large cave lies to the southeast. Drive there. It\u2019s dark in the cave and visibility is poor; press the N key to
switch to infrared mode. Explore the cave, carefully. Since no sunlight reaches the interior of the cave, the solar cells
can\u2019t be recharged. The yellow glowing mineral crystals seem like they may be an energy source; you might be able to
charge the solar cells with them instead. Collect 10 samples.

Sensors indicate that there may be frozen water nearby. Take a core sample if you come across any ice. The seismograph just
recorded a powerful earthquake. Get the rover out of the cave as fast as you can before it caves in.
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Storage containers for the samples are all full. The samples must be transported back to Earth. Return to the landing zone.
Watch out for whirlwinds on the way, and drive the rover onto the platform. The return capsule is ready to take off but it's very
windy. Use the arrow keys to steer against the wind and prevent the capsule from crashing.. i usually get really excited whenever
i see games that involve mental illness because most games never execute them well and i'm always hoping to find one that
actually makes sense. but like most games, this one seemed to fall flat.
a lot of the game is based around reading, but more than half of the stuff you read has no context or meaning (not to mention, it
feels like proofreading was completely left out from the game). a lot of the text was random conversations and you never even
know who is talking. maybe i'm dumb, but i never had any idea as to what was going on. one second it feels like it's about
mental illness, but then it feels like it's about cancer, but THEN it feels like it's about some other illness..? i have no idea. i never
knew if the main character was the sick one or if the girl was the sick one. a lot of the times i also never even knew what the hell
i was supposed to be doing or going. the pathways were really confusing.
the ending leaves so many loose strings that it kinda made me wonder whether the ending was really the ending.
all in all, it felt super unfinished and confusing. it's almost like another sad cliche teen movie like 'the fault in our stars' tbh.
if you wanna try it out, you might as well because the playtime is so short, you'll be able to refund it, lmao.. Beautiful
animationa and a fun and enjoyable story, great for fans or WAKFU or those just looking for a short and entertaining movie..
Seems like a fun game.

Big open campaign map, choice to go wherever and attack whenever you want.

Unit production, ammo production, tech-research, almost like Total War. But then their\u00b4s the micromanagement. You
gotta do EVERYTHING. From Oil to fuel your ships and planes to the smallest MG-Bullet. You can set everything on auto-
management for everybase, but then you only see dozen of ships drivin around, slowing down the game.

And since you never know what exactly they do, you never know if everything is done right.

This is de-activable in a so called "Arcademode", which supposedly makes it more like TW, you build the mine, it digs so much
per month and at the end of the month you have the iron aviable without all this transport hysteria but then their\u00b4s still the
battles...

They are the most important part of this game and would have a lot of depth but they are soooooooooooooo
sloooooooooooooooow.

Wanna attack a port? Steer your fleet towards it for ten minutes. You can accelerate and slow down the time, which is helpful,
especially since the game drops down to 5fps if you accelerate so high that your units would actually go faster.

Now i see why this game only got average 50% from the press. Lucky i only paid 0,79\u20ac for it.

I advice you make a widespread research on its gameplay on Youtube about this game first, if you wanna buy it.

PS: Just checked out the "Arcade Mode". Had about 30 american torpedo bombers attacking my Chitose aircraft-carrier with a
widespread torpedo barrage.
Not a single one hit. Because my 15,300 tons aircraft-carrier can now drive and turn around like a speedboat.

In the second battle, six english light cruisers sunk my fleet of over 40 ships consisting of Destroyers, U-Boats, Heavy cruisers
and Battleships.
This seems even more legit if you know that i had the tec of radar supported artillery, which they didnt.. This game will bend
your brain.

Each puzzle involves 2 maps (differentiated by their use of white & black). You move between these 2 maps with
portals, with the objective of reaching the "goal" (exit) point. Not only do you have 2 map layouts for each puzzle to
work with, but, well, the portals and some of the platforms rotate on their x-axis or y-axis at the push of a button...
Yeah.

The aforementioned mechanics result in having to move between 2 maps for each puzzle, while rotating various portals
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and platforms, in order to orient yourself towards the exit point.

-Graphics sometimes seem more "bare" than "minimalist"
-Somtimes you have to spend the first 5 minutes wandering around to learn which switches rotate which
portals\/platforms
+Bends the brain (forces the player to imagine the 2 maps twisted into different states)

Recommended if on sale for those who enjoy first-person puzzle games.
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